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Chinese IP Office Had Its New English
Name

Since August 28, 2018, the English name of

Chinese Intellectual Property Office has been

changed from "State Intellectual Property Office,

PRC" to "National Intellectual Property

Administration, PRC", or "China National

Intellectual Property Administration", and the

abbreviation "SIPO" to "CNIPA". Moreover, the

official website has also changed from

www.sipo.gov.cn to www.cnipa.gov.cn since

August 30.

(Source: official website of CNIPA)

Beijing Internet Court Established

On September 9, 2018, the Internet Court was

established and unveiled in Beijing, which has the

centralized jurisdiction over some specific types of

Internet cases that should otherwise be accepted

by the people's courts at the grass-roots level

within the entire jurisdiction of Beijing, mainly

including: disputes over Internet shopping and

service contracts; disputes over Internet financial

loans, small loan contracts, Internet copyright

ownership and infringement disputes; disputes

over Internet domain names; disputes of Internet

infringement liabilities; disputes over liability for

products purchased online; cases concerning

Internet public interest litigation filed by

procuratorial organs; administrative disputes

arising from administration of the Internet; and

other Internet civil and administrative cases

designated by the people's court at a higher level

for jurisdiction. The cases of appeal or protest

against judgments or rulings made by the Beijing

Internet Court are to be heard respectively by the

Beijing Intellectual Property Court and the Beijing

Fourth Intermediate People's Court, a court of

cross-administrative regions.

Adjudicatively, the Beijing Internet Court

implements the principle of "online trial of online

cases". Interested parties can, without the need to

go to the court, secure online handling of the entire,

or part of, the litigation procedure from institution

of lawsuits, mediation, case acceptance,

documents service, trial, pronouncement of

judgment to enforcement. Cases that are not

suitable for online trial upon court review are still

be heard conventionally offline, but other litigation

procedures should be finalized online. In addition,

the Beijing Internet Court provides such intelligent

services as litigation risk assessment, automatic

generation of bills of indictment, and online

browsing of documented files, bringing efficient

and convenient litigation experience to interested

parties.

(Source: official website of Beijing Internet Court)

CN‐US Priority Document Electronic
Exchange Switched from Bilateral
Channel to WIPO DAS Platform

Since September 1, 2018, the bilateral priority
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documents electronic exchange program opened

between the State Intellectual Property Office (i.e.

"China National Intellectual Property

Administration" now) and the U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office (USPTO) on October 8, 2014 has

been closed. After that, the two sides will obtain

the electronic priority documents issued by the

other side through the WIPO DAS platform.

Applicants need to file their requests with the

CNIPA or the USPTO for exchange of priority

documents through the WIPO DAS platform.

(Source: official website of CNIPA)

CNIPA Released Patent, Trademark
and Geographical Indication Statistical
Data for the First Time Ever

On July 10, the State Intellectual Property Office

(i.e. "China National Intellectual Property

Administration" now) released, to the public, the

statistical data relative to patents, trademarks and

geographical indications for the first time ever. In

the first half of 2018, China's main intellectual

property rights index had gown rapidly, showing a

sound momentum of development. Among them,

applications filed for invention patents and such

patents granted respectively reached 751,000 and

217,000, applications for trademark registration

3.586 million, and accepted applications for

protection of geographical indications 10.

In the first half of this year, there had been 751,000

applications filed for patents for invention and

217,000 invention patents granted, of which

171,000 patents were granted to domestic

inventions. Of the patents granted to domestic

inventions, 159,000 were employment inventions,

accounting for 93.2%, and 12,000 non-employment

ones, accounting for 6.8%. By the end of June 2018,

domestic patents for invention in China had

reached 1.475 million (excluding those from Hong

Kong, Macao and Taiwan), accounting for 10.6

patents per 10,000 people. In addition, in the first

half of this year, the CNIPA accepted 23,000

international patent applications filed through the

Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), an increase of

6.3%, of which 21,600 came from China, an

increase of 7.6%.

In the same period of 2018, the number of

trademark registration applications, in China, had

reached 3.586 million, and the examination of

3.065 million trademarks finalized. By the end of

June 2018, 31.428 million applications for

trademark registration had been filed in China,

with 19.395 million trademarks registered. The

number of trademarks of valid registration had

reached 16.807 million, with an average of one

valid trademark per 6.1 market participants; and

4395 collective trademarks and certification

trademarks of geographical indications approved,

including 171 foreign ones. The time for

examination of trademarks for registration had

been shortened from 8 months to about 7 months.

Also in the period of 2018, in China there had been

accepted 10 new applications for the protection of
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geographical indications, approved 46 new

geographical indications of products for the

protection, and approved 135 new enterprises for

use of special geographical indications. By the end

of June, 2018, there had been 2,359 geographic

indications of products, including 2,298 domestic

geographic indications and 61 foreign ones. In

addition, altogether 24 national demonstration

zones for the protection of products of geographic

indication had been built; and a total of 8,091

enterprises, with their related output value

exceeding RMB 1 trillion yuan, approved to use

special indications.

(Source: official website of CNIPA)

Trademark Online Service System
Launched

According to the announcement of the Trademark

Office of CNIPA on August 24, the trademark online

application system has been upgraded, having

electronically realized the online submission and

reception of applications and related documents.

The trademark online service system was

scheduled to be officially launched on September 1,

2018.

It is pointed out in the announcement that 1) all

users of the former "trademark online application

system" can login on the trademark online service

system with the USB-KEY or digital certificate they

have applied for, and use the trademark online

service system to file applications and receive

documents online after choosing and accepting the

User Agreement of the Trademark Online Service

System; 2) some types of trademark documents

produced for trademark applications filed or

submitted through the trademark online service

system will be processed electronically, not in

paper form, short messages and email prompts

simultaneously sent, and users can download and

print them themselves as this Office will be

gradually issuing more types of trademark-related

documents electronically along with the constant

improvement of the function of the trademark

online service system; and 3) trademark

applications filed in paper form are still to be

delivered in such form.

(Source: official website of the Trademark Office)
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Original Equipment Manufacturers
and Customs Administrative
Enforcement in China

Ms. Crystal Cong DU, Trademark Attorney, Panawell & Partners

Defining Original Equipment Manufacturers

China is in a period of transition, shifting from

being a manufacturing country to an innovative

country, but manufacturing is still a pillar of

Chinese economic development. As a result, it is

one of the few countries worldwide that protect IP

rights in export. The infringing goods stopped by

Customs are usually destined for export, and of

these over 90% infringe trademark rights.

Therefore, handling these goods is the most

important task of Customs in mainland China.

The term "original equipment manufacturer (OEM)"

refers to a trade form in which products are

produced by enterprises in China and delivered to

owners of trademark rights or rights of use for

trademarks (hereafter the ‘commissioning parties’)

in foreign countries, where such products bear the

trademarks of the commissioning parties. In this

chapter OEM is discussed in a narrow sense,

referring to the circumstance in which products

are exported by the manufacturers to foreign

countries or regions where the commissioning

parties hold the trademark rights, rather than

being sold in China. Thus, it is clear that OEM

involves a special legal relationship.

In mainland China, OEM exports account for

around 80% of all exports, and most manufacturing

and trading enterprises under customs supervision

are engaged in OEM. Therefore, OEM is an

important means of economic development for

China, and disputes relating to trademark

infringement in the OEM model have become a

problem that cannot be ignored. As China protects

IP rights in compliance with the World Trade

Organization Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects

of IP Rights, Customs and other institutions are

reinforcing the inspection of and increasing the

penalties for infringing behavior; as a result, OEM

products may be regarded as infringing and

penalties may be imposed. In light of this, a large

number of OEM companies are concerned as to

whether they will become involved in infringement

disputes through the products that they

manufacture.

Infringing or not?

From "infringing" to "use not in the sense of the

Trademark Law"

During OEM production, an OEM enterprise may be

accused of trademark infringement by the owner of

a trademark registered in China if the mark used

on its OEM products is the same as or similar to the

registered trademark for the same or similar goods.

In recent years, there have been controversies and

conflicting views in theory, practice, court

judgments and customs administrative law

enforcement as to whether OEM production

constitutes trademark infringement.

In the early days of enforcement, if a trademark
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that was the same as or similar to a Chinese

registered trademark was used for OEM products

that were the same as or similar to the goods

designated by the registered trademark without

the rights holder’s permission, in most cases the

OEM products were regarded by Customs as

infringing. This was mainly based on Article 57 of

the Trademark Law (Article 52 of the previous

Trademark Law) and the territoriality of trademark

rights, according to which the commissioning party

which holds trademark rights in its own country

does not enjoy the exclusive right to use the

trademark in China because the mark is not

registered in China, so the use of the mark in China

constitutes infringement of the exclusive rights of

the registered trademark in China. Such cases

mainly occurred from 2001 to 2007, during which

time the view holding OEM products to be

infringing prevailed in judicial judgments.

Examples of such cases include "Foshan Hongxin

Company v Guangzhou Customs intellectual

property administrative penalties" and "American

Nike International Limited v Spanish Nike

Infringement". OEM companies were dissatisfied

with these judgments as they believed that their

OEM products did not infringe the exclusive use

rights of owners of registered trademarks in China

or the legitimate interests of consumers, because

the OEM products were directly exported overseas

instead of being sold in China and thus would not

confuse consumers or distort the market.

The focus of the divergence of these two

conflicting views was how to define the term "use

of trademark" in the Trademark Law. Parties that

saw OEM products as infringing held that the use of

a trademark included the production and

processing of the products, which fully complied

with the requirements of the Trademark Law in

terms of the law’s literal meaning. However,

opposing parties insisted that the most important

function of a trademark was distinguishing function,

and a trademark could be deemed as being used

under the Trademark Law only if it had

distinguishing function. In regard to OEM products,

since they were not sold in China, the trademarks

used on them did not perform a distinguishing

function and could not cause confusion among

consumers. These two viewpoints appear to

contain the two major elements of trademark

infringement:

• whether the trademark is used in

the sense of the Trademark Law; and

• whether confusion is caused by

the trademark.

In 2004 the Beijing Higher People's Court opined

on the issue in the Explanations of Some Issues in

the Trial of Cases Relating to Civil Disputes on

Trademarks (Annoucement Jinggaofa [2004]

No.48). Therein it held, for the first time at judicial

level, that OEM production was not infringing.

Article 13 of the explanations stated that the

prerequisite for a trademark infringing on the

exclusive right of a registered trademark was that

the trademark caused the relevant public to

confuse or misidentify goods. OEM products are
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produced based on a commission by a party that

has the right to use the trademark affixed to the

OEM products and are then sold outside China, so

they will not cause the relevant public to confuse or

misidentify the goods, and thus should not be

determined to be infringing. The explanations

discussed the issue only from the point of view of

confusion, without touching on ‘trademark use’ in

the sense of the Trademark Law. However, due to

major controversy over the issue within the judicial

system at that time, on March 7 2006 the Beijing

Higher People's Court re-issued the Explanations

of Some Issues in the Trial of Cases Relating to

Civil Disputes on Trademarks to delete Article 13,

and annulled the explanations issued in

Announcement Jinggaofa [2004] No. 48. This was

also the first attempt by the judicial department to

explain the issue explicitly.

From 2007 to 2010 judicial practice varied across

different regions due to the controversy

surrounding this issue, which created some

difficulties for customs administrative law

enforcement in such cases. To this end, the

General Administration of Customs sent a letter to

the Supreme People's Court seeking a definite

judicial interpretation as to whether OEM products

are infringing, so that Customs could avoid risks

when handling such cases. In the second half of

2010 the Supreme People’s Court replied by letter

to the General Administration of Customs

(Announcement Faban [2010] No. 350), stating that

the Supreme People’s Court tended to agree that

"OEM production" does not infringe the exclusive

right to use registered trademarks as prescribed in

Article 52 of the previous Trademark Law. This

letter was the first official and clear opinion of the

Supreme People’s Court on OEM production.

Thereafter, the judiciary universally accepted that

OEM production should not simply be regarded as

infringing, but that tort liability should be

reasonably determined depending on the specific

circumstances of the case and whether the

manufacturing enterprises performed necessary

investigations.

Crucial to determine whether disputed trademark

used under Trademark Law when determining

infringement

Even those without much professional knowledge

know that trademarks are marks used on goods or

services to distinguish between similar goods and

services. Trademarks used on products play the

role of distinguishing the source of the goods or

service to avoid confusion or misidentification.

Therefore, only when a trademark is used in

respect of goods that are exchanged in circulation

can the mark carry out its basic distinguishing

function and help the consumers to spot the same

kind of goods or services in circulation without

causing confusion. Trademarks used on products

that do not enter into circulation do not perform the

basic functions of a trademark and accordingly

cannot be regarded as trademarks in the true

sense.

As the understanding of the concept of "trademark

use" has deepened in China, the new Trademark
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Law, which draws on the experiences of foreign

trademark legislation, includes a clear provision on

the use of a trademark in Article 48, as follows:

"The use of trademarks refers to the affixation of

trademarks to goods, packaging or containers of

goods, as well as goods exchange documents or

the use of trademarks in advertisements,

exhibitions, and for other commercial activities, in

order to identify the source of the goods." This

clause, which was not included in the previous

edition of the Trademark Law, amends Rule 3 of the

previous Regulations on the Implementation of the

Trademark Law by adding "in order to identify the

source of the goods". The basic function of

trademarks (i.e. identifying the source of goods in

commercial activities) has now been emphasized

at the legislative level. The analysis of whether

OEM production is infringing should also start from

the basic function of trademarks. In OEM

production, trademarks are physically affixed onto

OEM products by the manufacturer in accordance

with the requirements of the commissioning party

and do not perform the distinguishing function

because OEM products do not enter into

circulation. Only after OEM products are exported

and put on the market by the commissioning party

do the trademarks affixed thereon perform the

distinguishing function, and they can be regarded

as trademarks and to constitute "trademark use in

the sense of the Trademark Law".

In addition, as mentioned above, use of the

trademarks will also be analyzed in terms of

confusion to determine whether OEM production is

infringing. As stated above, the basic function of a

trademark is to distinguish the goods or services to

prevent consumer confusion. In OEM production,

domestic manufacturing enterprises charge low

manufacturing costs and sell all OEM products to

foreign commissioning parties, which are the real

users of the trademarks. Therefore, the OEM

products are not put on the Chinese market and do

not come into contact with the relevant Chinese

public, so they cannot be confused or misidentified

by Chinese consumers and cannot harm the

distinguishing function of registered trademarks in

China (let alone diluting the influence of registered

trademarks in China). Clearly, there is a lack of

legal support to regard OEM production as

infringing automatically.

In sum, the use of a trademark in the sense of the

Trademark Law is not simply physically affixing the

trademark to products; rather, a trademark can be

said to be used in the sense of the Trademark Law

only if it indicates the source of the goods or

services and performs the basic distinguishing

function. OEM products are not infringing because

they are not in circulation on the Chinese market

and do not cause confusion to the relevant public in

China. The view that OEM production is non-

infringing has gradually become the mainstream

judicial view in China.

Comment

At present, Customs’ practice for dealing with the

export of OEM products is to conclude that "the

OEM products are not determined as infringing". If
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dissatisfied with this, rights holders in China may

seek a judicial solution. However, this is not

conducive to fast and convenient customs

clearance; it will not only cause huge economic

loss to foreign commissioning parties, but will also

affect domestic OEM enterprises and be

detrimental to the reputation of products "Made in

China. Moreover, since it has been generally

recognized and accepted by the judiciary that

"trademarks are just physically affixed to the OEM

products and are not used in the sense of the

Trademark Law", Customs may face administrative

litigation – and risk losing that litigation. In recent

years, some scholars have suggested that

Customs could shift from *ex officio* active

protection to passive protection on application,

and thus release lawful foreign OEM products.

However, this could result in major problems for

Customs in determining whether exported

products belong to the legitimate category of "OEM

production in good faith", particularly when there

is no way to check the relevant documents showing

whether the foreign commissioning parties hold the

trademark rights.

Even if a flexible understanding of the existing law

is applied, Customs will inevitably encounter tricky

or difficult decisions when dealing with specific

cases. After all, OEM production remains a grey

area of Chinese law and the origin of ongoing

controversy over the years. Therefore, the

legislature should revise and improve the relevant

laws and regulations (e.g. Regulations on Customs

Protection of IP Rights) as soon as possible, in

order to resolve Customs’ issues when

determining whether to seize OEM products under

administrative law enforcement. Defining ‘OEM’ by

law as soon as possible will not only help Customs

to enforce laws more efficiently and more

purposefully, but also will make clear the risks and

obligations of domestic OEM enterprises, thereby

effectively protecting the interests of all parties

concerned.

Author:

Ms. Crystal Cong DU, Trademark Attorney

Ms. Du received her degree of Bachelor of Arts from Beijing

Technology and Business University in 2009.

Ms. Du joined Panawell as a trademark attorney in 2014.
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Application of Trademark
Coexistence Agreements in China

Ms. Paula Fenhong Pei, Attorney‐at‐Law, Panawell & Partners

The Trademark Law and relevant regulations do

not expressly provide for the force and application

of trademark coexistence agreements but they

allow similar trademarks coexist under certain

circumstances. Additionally, the provision (Article

30) in the Trademark Law for preliminary

examination of similar trademarks before the China

Trademark Office (CTMO) and the provision

(Article 57.1 and 57.2) for infringement

examination of similar trademarks are not identical.

The trademark coexistence allowed by the

Trademark Law and relevant regulations, and the

difference between the preliminary examination of

similar trademarks before the CTMO and

infringement examination of similar trademarks

before the court leave certain space for the

application of trademark coexistence agreements.

I. Trademark Coexistence in the Trademark Law

and relevant regulations

We could find two provisions in the Trademark Law

which imply or set forth trademark coexistence.

One of them is Article 45 which stipulates that

where a trademark registration violates the

provisions of Articles 10 Paragraph 2 and

Paragraph 3, Article 15, Article 16 Paragraph 1,

Article 30 (similar marks), Article 31, Article 32 of

this Law, any holder of prior rights or any

interested party may, within five years from the

date of registration, request that the Trademark

Review and Adjudication Board make a ruling to

invalidate the trademark’s registration. Where the

registration was obtained with ill will, the owner of

a famous trademark shall not be bound by the five-

year limitation.

Therefore there might be one situation that a mark

which is similar to a prior registered mark is

allowed for registration. In this case these two

similar marks in respect of similar or identical

goods are coexisting in the Trademark Register

and the governing authority has no provisions to

resort to in order to remove it from the Register if

the holder of the prior registered mark does not

initiate the proceeding of invalidation within the

prescribed period of time.

The other is Article 59 which stipulates that where

an identical or similar trademark has been used in

connection with the same goods or similar goods

by others before the registrant’s application, the

exclusive right holder of said registered trademark

shall have no right to prohibit other people from

using the aforesaid trademark from continuous use

of such trademark within the original scope, but

may request its users to add proper marks for

distinction.

This coexistence above is allowed for the purpose

of protecting the earlier user of the unregistered

trademark.

Apart from the above two types of trademark

coexistence, another legally allowed coexistence
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is arising from the historical coexistence of the

marks in question. As provided for in the

trademark dispute case of Ya Wang (Duck King)

and Article 1 of Opinion of the Supreme People’s

Court on the Trial of Administrative Cases Related

to the Granting and Determination of Trademark

Rights, where a disputed mark has been used for

quite a long period of time and acquired certain

reputation in the market and among the public

concerned, the governing authority shall correctly

deal with the relation between protection of the

earlier commercial signs in the Trademark Law

and maintenance of the market order, and respect

the reality that the public concerned is able to

distinguish the disputed trademarks, in order to

maintain the existing and stable market order.

Therefore, the disputed trademarks are allowed to

coexist in view of the historical, current status of

the trademarks and the equitable principle.

In conclusion, the above three types of coexistence

are accepted by the law for the purpose of

balancing the interests of the party concerned,

maintaining the market order and respecting the

choice of consumers. The purposes of the legal

coexistence of trademark are also implied in the

difference between the preliminary examination of

similar trademarks before the CTMO and the court

trial of infringement.

II. Difference between the preliminary examination

of similar trademarks before the CTMO and the

court trial of infringement

As provided in Article 30 of the Trademark Law,

where a trademark application does not comply

with the relevant provisions in this Law or is

identical with or similar to a registered trademark

used in connection with the same or similar goods,

its registration shall be refused by the Trademark

Office after examination and the mark shall not be

published.

In this provision, identical/similar marks can be

classified into the following four cases: (1) identical

sign, identical goods; (2) identical sign, similar

goods; (3) similar sign, identical goods; (4) similar

sign, similar goods. If one application falls into one

of the above cases, the CTMO is entitled to refuse it

in compliance with Article 30.

Trademarks of the first case will definitely be

deemed as infringement. However, trademarks

belonging to any of the latter three cases will be

deemed as infringement only on the precondition

that they easily lead to confusion. If no confusion

likely occurs, trademarks are allowed to coexist.

Examiners in the preliminary examination of an

application in compliance with Article 30 are

stricter in order to leave out enough exclusive

space for the development of registered

trademarks for they have no chance of reaching

the actual use due to the limitation of this

proceeding. However, judges and examiners in the

proceedings of infringement trial and appeal

against refusal before the TRAB are more practical

and have chance to determine whether the likely

confusion is possible based on the evidence

submitted by the parties concerned.
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Trademark coexistence agreements as evidence

could help examiners or judges to see from the

view of the parties whether likelihood of confusion

is easily led to or not among the public concerned

in the latter three cases of Article 30 from reality of

the market. Generally in view of the nature of

businessmen it is the parties concerned who are

eager to avoid confusion in order to protect their

interests. Therefore, their judgment on confusion is

more reliable.

In summary, the preliminary examination before

the CTMO aims to leave as great exclusive space

for the development of the registered trademark as

possible, while trademark infringement aims to

examine whether trademarks are able to coexist

without causing confusion or damages to the prior

trademark holder or the public.

To balance the exclusive space of the registered

trademark and the grant of exclusive right to the

later trademark without causing actual confusion,

trademark coexistence agreements between a

prior trademark registrant and a later trademark

applicant come out as non-confusion evidence to

help the grant of exclusive right to the later

trademark applicant.

III. Trademark Coexistence Agreements in China

Neither the TRAB nor the court put trademark

coexistence agreements into consideration at the

early stage, rulings arising out of which were not

well accepted by the parties concerned.

Under these circumstances, the TRAB in 2007

published a guide for examiners to the effect that it

is not reasonable to wholly disregard trademark

coexistence agreements. Whether the TRAB will

approve the registration of a later trademark

application depends on three factors, the extent of

similarity between the prior and later trademarks,

the extent of similarity between goods and the

fame of the trademarks in question. Theoretically

speaking, the more similar the trademarks and the

goods designated, the more famous the

trademarks, the less likely the later mark will be

approved for registration even if a trademark

coexistence agreement is submitted before the

TRAB or court.

In 2010, the Supreme Court held that the

coexistence of trademark UCG and UGG would not

lead to confusion or the said confusion was

tolerable, and then approved registration of

trademark UGG in class 35 due to provision of the

trademark coexistence agreement.

Before that, the provision of trademark

coexistence agreements seldom affected the

judgment of the TRAB or court in determination of

similarity between trademarks.

Since the publication of the TRAB Guide on

trademark coexistence agreements and the ruling

of the Supreme Court on trademark UCG, more and

more refused trademarks have been allowed to be

registered due to the provision of trademark

coexistence agreements. The TRAB and the court

now hold that trademark coexistence agreements

as evidence could to some extent establish that the
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use and registration of the later filed trademarks

will not lead to confusion among the public

concerned.

IV. The Legal Status of Trademark Coexistence

Agreements

As stated by the WIPO, trademark coexistence

describes a situation in which two different

enterprises use a similar or identical trademark to

market a product or service without necessarily

interfering with each other’s businesses. Further

the INTA states that coexistence agreements are

indispensable tools for resolving present or

possible future disputes between two parties about

the use and/or registration of arguably similar

marks for related goods or services. In view of the

private nature of trademark rights, the WIPO and

the INTA believe that trademark owners are

allowed to dispose their trademarks by

coexistence agreements, which is in compliance

with the reality of the market.

However, in China neither the Trademark Law, the

Implementing Regulations of the Trademark Law,

nor the interpretations by the Supreme Court, nor

the TRAB has made clear the status or effect of

trademark coexistence agreements in

determination of similarities between trademarks

so far. All we could find is the fact that more

refused trademarks have "revived" due to the

provision of trademark coexistence agreements in

appeal before the TRAB or the court.

In practice, trademark coexistence agreements

are usually submitted in the proceeding of appeal

before the TRAB when the application is refused,

or in litigation before the court. The TRAB or the

court is at its own discretion to accept trademark

coexistence agreements and approve the

registration or not accept coexistence agreements

and affirm the refusal.

As for the status or function of trademark

coexistence agreements, the court pointed out in

relevant cases that the prior trademark owner’s

consent to use and registration of the later applied-

for trademark establishes that it believes that

confusion will less likely be caused due to the use

or registration of the applied-for trademarks or

such confusion is tolerable. Trademark

coexistence agreements are the disposal of

trademark rights by the prior trademark owners

and such disposal should be respected subject to

no prejudices to social order or interests of the

public concerned.

Where trademark coexistence agreements are

provided in the case of similar marks, the applied-

for trademark should be approved for registration

for the prior trademark owner is more reliable in

judging whether confusion is likely to be caused as

an interest party on the one hand. On the other

hand, in view of the private nature of trademark

rights, the disposal of the prior trademark right by

its owner should be respected subject to no

contrary to the interests of the public.

Trademark coexistence agreements are contracts

which set forth the rights and obligations of prior
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and later trademark owners for the purpose of

trademark coexistence. As a result, they are only

legally binding on the contracting parties exclusive

of the TRAB or the court due to the principle of

contract privity.

Trademark coexistence agreements are required

to be notarized and legalized (if they are formed

abroad, notarization is sufficient for those formed

domestic) when submitted as evidence to the TRAB

or the court, in order to avoid voluntary termination

by prior trademark owners and maintain stability of

the applied-for trademark once registered. The

examiners or judges in determining the similarities

of the trademarks in question are willing to accept

trademark coexistence agreements when they

believe that social order or public interest would

not be affected by the use and registration of the

applied-for trademark.

V. Risk of Trademark Coexistence Agreements and

their alternatives

Not all prior trademark owners would consent to

the use and registration of later trademarks since

trademark coexistence agreements are

irrevocable. Moreover, trademark coexistence

agreements are regarded as limitation to the

exclusive trademark rights of prior trademark

owners.

According to the Trademark Law, registered

trademark owners have exclusive right to use of

their registered trademarks on approved goods or

services and restraining the use of identical or

similar trademarks on goods or services which are

identical with or similar to that of their registered

trademarks by others. Within the scope of their

exclusive right, registered trademark owners are

entitled to either use the marks by themselves and

license or restrain others from use. Out of the

scope of the exclusive right, registered trademark

owners are only entitled to restrain others from use

or registration of the similar trademark in respect

of identical or similar goods or services.

According to the analysis above, trademark

coexistence agreements are voluntary disposal of

the restraining right of prior trademark owners.

Due to voluntary limitation of the restraining right,

posterior trademarks which fall into the restraining

scope are very likely to be approved for

registration, which may make the prior trademarks

at risk in future.

First, prior trademark owners limit their restraining

right and permit the legal existence of posterior

trademarks. Further, trademark coexistence

agreements are irrevocable. Even if actual

confusion occurs to some extent in future and the

fame and function of distinguishing origin of the

preceding trademark are affected, trademark

coexistence agreements are still binding upon the

contracting parties providing they are not

cancelled or invalidated by the governing

authorities. What’s more, preceding trademark

owners are not entitled to initiate litigation on

grounds of trademark infringements claiming for

injunction or damages as long as the use of the
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posterior trademarks is reasonable and in

compliance with trademark coexistence

agreements even if certain confusion occurs in the

course of business.

To put the risk under control, the preceding

trademark owners might add the following, for

example, into trademark coexistence agreements:

 Limit the goods or services actually used by

the posterior trademark owner, goods

distribution regions;

 Demand the posterior trademark to be used

with reasonable signs in order to distinguish

their preceding trademarks;

 Conclude a compulsory withdrawal of the

posterior trademark from the market and the

register when certain situations are met.

VI. Essential Provisions in Trademark Coexistence

Agreements

As contract, trademark coexistence agreements

are essentially required to contain the name of the

contracting parties, trademarks in question and

the expressed intention of the prior trademark

owner to the use and registration of the posterior

trademark.

As for formality of trademark coexistence

agreements, they are required at default by the

TRAB and the court to get notarized and if formed

abroad legalized as well. Trademark coexistence

agreements, notarized and legalized, shall be

submitted in original. The formality requirements

are for the purpose of avoiding voluntary

revocation of the agreement by the prior

trademark owner and maintain the stability of the

later trademark once registered.

The above two paragraphs are essential for

trademark coexistence agreements. However, in

reality the agreements may be much more

complicated. Whatever the agreement contains, it

is forbidden to set forth the terms of the agreement,

or any arrangement between the contracting

parties which might damage the interests of

customers or lead to industry monopoly. In a word,

the agreement shall not violate any prohibitive

provisions of laws and regulations in China.

VII. Common Mistakes in Trademark Coexistence

Agreements

Generally there are two common mistakes in

trademark coexistence agreements, one of which

is that the essential elements are not sufficient or

the formality requirements are not satisfied, the

other of which is that there is no other arrangement

to limit the use of the posterior trademark.

The former mistake might lead to non-acceptance

of the agreement by the TRAB or the court, which

results in the refusal of the applied-for trademark.

The latter may restrain the development of the

prior trademark in future and cause confusion if

possible. In summary in the latter case, the later

trademark owner is granted to the coexistence

without limitations or obligations.

VII. Disputes settled by the court arising out of
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trademark coexistence agreements

Trademark coexistence agreements are binding

upon the contracting parties. Since the

agreements are notarized and legalized (if

necessary), neither party is able to revoke them

voluntarily. Therefore, the court respects the

agreements subject to not contrary to compulsory

provisions of the relevant law and regulations.

Let’s take the case Shandong Liangzi Natural

Health Research Institute Co., Ltd (hereinafter

referred to as Shandong Liangzi) vs. Trademark

Review and Adjudication Board (TRAB) involving

trademark administrative disputes for example. In

2001, Shandong Liangzi applied for registration of

"Liangzi (良子)" on health care and physiotherapy

in Class 42, which was moved to Class 44

afterwards. In 1998, Beijing Liangzi was approved

for registration of "Liangzi (良子) & device" on

massage and traditional Chinese medical message

in Class 42, which was moved to Class 44 as well

afterwards. Historically, Shandong Liangzi and

Beijing Liangzi had signed a trademark

coexistence agreement setting forth that neither

party is allowed to take action against the other

with regards to trademark "Liangzi(良子)". In 2002,

Beijing Liangzi filed cancellation against "Liangzi

(良子 )" of Shandong Liangzi on grounds that

"Liangzi (良子)" of Shandong Liangzi is similar to its

prior registered trademark in respect of similar

services. The TRAB and the court of first instance

all decided to cancel the registration of "Liangzi (良

子)" of Shandong Liangzi regardless of coexistence

agreement. Shandong Liangzi appealed and the

appeal court overturned the decision of first

instance and held that the act Beijing Liangzi

violated the coexistence agreement and the

principle of honesty and good faith.

As expressly stated in the ruling of the appeal court,

trademark right is private and allowed to dispose

by its owner legally, providing such disposal is not

contrary to compulsory provisions of relevant laws

and regulations. Therefore, trademark coexistence

agreements, as the true expression of the

contracting parties, are binding and enforceable.

Summary

Trademarks are selected from the public database

and used extensively in order to establish the

association between trademarks and providers of

goods or services. Due to the limitation of those

words with nice meaning in the public database

and the fact that great minds think alike, different

commercial entities might select identical or

similar words using on identical or similar goods or

services and disputes then arise. Trademark

coexistence agreements sometimes are indeed the

best alternative for the parties in dispute.
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Introduction to the Databases
of CNIPA
China National Intellectual Property Administration

provides several Chinese patent databases online,

and some of the commonly-used ones are listed

below:

1. Chinese Patent E-Publication Database

(http://epub.sipo.gov.cn): The public can use the

database without registration. The webpages are all

in Chinese. Bibliographic data and publication

documents at the time of publication and

announcement, as well as key event history, of the

Chinese patent applications/patents are available in

this database.

2. China and Global Patent Examination Information

Inquiry Database (http://cpquery.sipo.gov.cn): The

public need register on this website before using the

database. The search page can be chosen in Chinese,

English, German, Spanish, French, Japanese, Korean

or Russian, but the contents of the data are mostly

in Chinese. Current status, current bibliographic

data, official notices, application documents and

subsequently filed amendments, payment information,

official notices issue information, way of application

and other data of Chinese patent applications are

available in this database.

3. Chinese Invention and Utility Model Patent

Application Database on CNIPA’s English website

(http://211.157.104.77:8080/sipo_EN/search/tabSe

arch.do?method=init): The public can use the

database without registration. The webpages are all

in English. Bibliographic data and Abstract in English

of Chinese invention and UM applications are

available in this database. The English translation of

Abstract thereon is mainly made by machine. The

English bibliographic data of Chinese national phase

applications are mainly from the data from WIPO,

and the English bibliographic data of Chinese regular

applications are mainly based on the English

information voluntarily provided by the applicant at

the filing of applications (if no English information is

provided by the applicant at filing, then the

database will mainly rely on machine translation). The

data in this database is rarely updated.

4. Patent Reexamination Board Oral Hearings and

Decisions Inquiry Database (http://app.sipo-

reexam.gov.cn/reexam_out1110/searchIndex.jsp):

The public can use the database without registration.

The webpages are all in Chinese. Information about

oral hearings hold by the PRB and decisions made by

the PRB are available in this database.

5. Patent Agency Online Search

(http://dlgl.sipo.gov.cn/txnqueryAgencyOrg.do#):

The public can make search without registration. The

webpages are all in Chinese. All the patent agencies

licensed by the CNIPA can be found on this webpage.
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Protection of Chinese Word
Trademarks in EU
With the development of Sino-European economic

and trade relations, more and more Chinese

enterprises, being aware of the importance of

creating Chinese brands recognized in the European

market, now make great efforts to have their

Chinese word trademarks or trademarks containing

Chinese words/characters registered as EU

trademarks.

EU trademark registration provides rightholders

with a highly efficient mechanism that ensures them

to enjoy the exclusive right to use their trademarks

within the territory of the European Union and to

prohibit others from using identical or similar

trademarks in respect of identical or similar

goods/services.

In the current judicial practice of the European

Union, a trademark filed for registration is examined

in such a way that it is compared with a prior

trademark in terms of visual, pronunciation, and

conceptual aspects.

Many members of the EU general public, with limited

knowledge of the Chinese word formation, are

insufficiently able to read Chinese words, and

recognize a Chinese word as a bunch of graphic

elements. Therefore, Chinese words are considered,

in the examination of EU applications, as graphic

lines that, mainly of ornamental sense, are void of

any meaning and pronunciation. However, in case of a

trademark combining Chinese characters and their
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Pinyin (i.e. Chinese way of pronunciation), the whole

Pinyin-added trademark is less recognizable as a

combination trademark because the members of the

general public in the European Union are able to read

Pinyin.

Obviously, it is relatively easy to apply for pure

Chinese word trademarks in the European Union, and

it is now a good time for enterprises to apply for

Chinese word trademarks there.



Mr. Richard Yong Wang Appointed
Technical Investigation Officer by
Beijing Intellectual Property Court

Mr. Richard Yong Wang, a senior partner of this

Firm, has been appointed a technical investigation

officer by the Beijing Intellectual Property Court at

the recommendation of the All-China Patent

Attorneys Association.

The technical investigation officer system,

launched in 2015, purports to improve the

professional level of adjudication of IP right-related

cases in general, and to improve, in particular, the

adjudicative proficiency of the vast majority of

intellectual property judges who, without any

background training in science, technology or

engineering, would undoubtedly find it difficult to

identify technical facts of highly technical cases in

their trial practice. A technical investigation officer,

participating in court cases, provides technical

advice and technical ascertainment in the trial

thereof, so as to enhance the professional level of

adjudication in the cases related to IP rights. The
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Supreme Court has implemented the technical

investigation officer system in the three Intellectual

Property Courts of Beijing, Shanghai and

Guangzhou, and in all other courts in China that

have the jurisdiction over IP right-related cases.

Moreover, Mr. Wang has been appointed a senior

lecturer of the All-China Patent Attorneys

Association to offer professional training of patent

attorneys from all parts of China.
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